The science is sound.

FADE IN:
INT. LABORATORY - NIGHT
A dark and mysterious science laboratory.
We move along a row of animal cages:
A mouse with lizard-like scales and the face of a gecko
scurries in an aquarium. Suddenly, a long tongue lashes out
and catches a fly. LABEL: MECKO.
A fluffy bunny armored with the shell of a turtle clumsily
hops around in a rabbit hutch. LABEL: BURTLE.
A snake with rainbow colored feathers slithers across the
floor of a bird cage. Suddenly, wings open as it flies to
the top and slings itself onto a perch. LABEL: SNIRD.
A large tank houses a PLATYPUS.

LABEL: ???

We move on past the cages to a row of eggs incubating under
lights. It's labeled ALLIGATOR...
Several baby SLOTHS hanging from racks, labeled SLOTH...
A human shadow passes over them.
EXT. SWAMP - DAY
The murky water of the marshland rests eerily stagnant.
A colony of FERAL CATS gathers at the swamp's edge. They
stare at the water which transforms into a milky consistency.
One of the cats PURRS then begins lapping up the milky water.
The rest of the colony follow suit.
JIMMY, 11, freckled and bespectacled, wearing big rubber
boots, wades carefully into the swamp. He approaches a FROG
on a lily pad, hands poised to capture his prey.
Frog!

JIMMY

Jimmy takes another step towards the frog.
Ugh.

It leaps away.

JIMMY (CONT’D)

Suddenly, the ground SHAKES, and the cats scatter.

2.
MEEEOOOOWWWW!

They run into the trees as --

A MOSSY HILL OVERLOOKING THE SWAMP VIBRATES.
A white liquid trickles down from the hill.
Jimmy looks around, confused.

He begins to panic.

The hill CRACKS OPEN as a large GREEN EGG coated in a gooey
substance shoots out of the hole and rolls down the beach
towards Jimmy.
The egg is almost as big as he is.

About 4 feet tall.

JIMMY (CONT’D)
Wow! That's one big egg ya got
there, Mother Nature.
The egg twitches.

SOMETHING'S INSIDE!

JIMMY (CONT’D)
What are you?
Jimmy moves toward the egg.
JIMMY (CONT’D)
You can come out. Don't be scared.
The egg cracks open and the face of a SLOTH pops up!
Jimmy inquisitively looks at the mammal.
JIMMY (CONT’D)
(confused)
Sloths don't lay eggs...
Suddenly, the rest of the egg falls away from the sloth's
body revealing that it is PART SLOTH AND PART ALLIGATOR!
Jimmy jumps in surprise and starts walking backward.
JIMMY (CONT’D)
But who the when the should you
have done the what?
The SLOTHIGATOR has the face of a sloth...deceivingly cute,
but with blood red eyes and long, curved saber-shaped fangs
that extend from the mouth, even when closed.
Its furry, elongated arms are equipped with three jagged
claws on each paw. Its back is a mess of fur and swamp
algae, with three rows of alligator spikes down the center.

3.
The rest of the body is just like an alligator, complete with
scales, fast moving hind legs and a long, spiked tail.
As Jimmy walks back, his boots get stuck in the mud.
He tries everything in his power to get his foot out.
The Slothigator GROWLS, looking right at Jimmy, helpless,
trapped by his boots in the swamp, just feet away.
The Slothigator drags its long arms in the sand as it uses
its back legs to propel itself towards Jimmy.
GROWWWWLLLL!!!!!
Jimmy screams! He pulls his legs out of the boots and falls
face first into the swamp. He tries to run but -THE SLOTHIGATOR SLITHERS RAPIDLY TOWARDS HIM IN THE WATER!
Mommy!

JIMMY (CONT’D)

Jimmy turns to face the Slothigator as it slowly reaches out
and wraps its long arm around his body, pulling Jimmy towards
its gaping jaws which houses a mouth of MASSIVE SHARP TEETH.
The sloth-like arms move at a sloth's pace, but its grip is
too strong, so although it takes several excruciatingly long
moments, Jimmy can't escape as -THE SLOTHIGATOR FINALLY PULLS JIMMY INTO ITS MOUTH AND CHOMPS
DOWN! It slowly munches on Jimmy until his entire body
disappears, then lets out a large belch.
Slothigator looks across the swamp, over the crest of the
hill, where construction workers are fixing a FERRIS WHEEL.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - DAY
An amusement park with all the classic rides; a ferris wheel,
a roller coaster, zero gravity, swings, bumper cars, etc.
Workers nail boards, paint signs, and piece together rides.
A large sign hangs across the entrance gate:
GRAND RE-RE-OPENING TOMORROW!
Concession workers stock shelves with candies. Gift shop
employees prepare displays with t-shirts and merchandise.

4.
INT. OFFICE BUILDING - GUEST SERVICES - DAY
LIZ, 30s, enters data onto her computer, one key at a time.
MADISON, 17, looking like she just stepped out of an episode
of TEEN MOM, rifles through her purse looking for something.
Hey, mom.

MADISON

LIZ
I'm swamped, Madison.
Liz puts her glasses on to inspect some paperwork.
MADISON
Have you seen my chapstick?
No.

LIZ

MADISON
Can you, like, help me look for it?
LIZ
I'm working, Madison.
MADISON
My lips are super dry. I actually
think this might be a medical
emergency.
A car pulls up outside.
MADISON (CONT’D)
Dad's here.
LIZ
(softly)
Oh, great.
Madison accidentally knocks her purse off the table, spilling
its contents, including BIRTH CONTROL PILLS onto the floor.
Madison looks up at Liz in abject FEAR -But Liz didn't even notice.
Madison sighs.
MADISON
So, how about that car you promised
me?

5.
LIZ
We'll talk about it later, Madison.
Liz walks out, leaving a disappointed Madison in the office.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - PARKING LOT - DAY
Liz walks towards a red sports car as KEVIN, 12, a pimply
preteen with a pathetic mustache a la Michael Cera, and
DAISY, 7, a cute girl with pigtails, exit the vehicle.
Hey guys!

LIZ

Kevin mopes past Liz.
LIZ (CONT’D)
What's wrong, Kevin?
He doesn't respond and heads straight into the office
without saying a word.
Hi mommy!

DAISY

Daisy leaps into her mother's arms. She smiles, revealing a
set of FAKE PLASTIC FANGS in her mouth.
Hi Daisy!
have!

LIZ
My, what big teeth you

Madison watches from a distance as CHAD, 30s, approaches Liz.
Hey.

CHAD
How ya doin'?

Busy.
I bet.

LIZ
CHAD

Liz checks Daisy's face, arms and legs for injuries.
LIZ
No accidents this time?
CHAD
It all went smoothly.

6.
LIZ
You still aren't going to be
getting any more visitation.
CHAD
We'll see about that. So, I saw
this great car on the lot that I
think Maddie would love.
LIZ
Don't you dare buy her a car.
CHAD
Good luck with the park.
LIZ
What's that supposed to mean?
Chad winks and smiles.
CHAD
It would be a shame if it failed
five times in a row.
LIZ
Three times.
But Chad is already closing the door to his car.
He drives off.
DAISY
I miss daddy already.
Liz looks down at Daisy and sighs.
INT. OFFICE BUILDING - LIZ'S OFFICE - SAME
Kevin sits in front of a computer, furiously rubbing a banana
peel on his penis as he watches porn.
Liz, Madison, and Daisy enter the office.
Liz drops an armload of supplies in shock.
Oh c'mon.

MADISON
In the office?

Kevin spins around exposing himself to his family!
LIZ
Kevin Lockett!
right now!

Confess to God

7.

Mmm.

DAISY
Banana.

Kevin puts the banana on the desk and zips up his pants.
KEVIN
(horrified)
Can you please leave?!
LIZ
Not until you confess! I will not
allow you to become a sexual
deviant like your sister.
MADISON
I love you, too, mom.
Kevin kicks an issue of Penthouse Magazine under the desk.
Nobody notices as Daisy picks up the banana and wanders out.
KEVIN
Can you get out of here?
want to talk right now.

I don't

MADISON
Just don't touch my lunch.
Shuttup.

KEVIN

Liz closes the door.
INT. OFFICE BUILDING - GUEST SERVICES - DAY
Liz sits across a table from a BANKER, 50s, having an intense
conversation as Madison sits with Daisy on the couch.
BANKER
I'm sorry, Miss Lockett, but you're
just too late on your payments.
Unless you can pay it within the
next two days -LIZ
Two days! Just give me a month. I
did some number crunching, and -BANKER
This is your third attempt at
opening the park. The investors
have lost all confidence in you.
(MORE)

8.
BANKER (CONT’D)
In two days, we'll be auctioning it
off to the highest bidder.
Madison covers Daisy's ears.
LIZ
I swear it'll work this time.
BANKER
I understand how much effort you
put into this, but that's just the
tough nature of business.
Daisy offers the Banker the used banana from earlier.
DAISY
Do you want a banana?
The Banker accepts the banana and takes a bite.
Madison giggles.
LIZ
Is there anybody else I can talk
to?
Kevin walks in, sees Banker eating the banana, then leaves.
BANKER
I'm afraid the decision is final.
Madison watches from a distance with a worried look.
Liz notices.
LIZ
Madison. I have some files in the
glovebox of the van. Can you go
get them?
(to Banker)
With the number of pre-sales so
far, I can make up for all the
missed payments. I'll show you.
Daisy wanders out the back door, unbeknownst to Liz.
BANKER
That isn't necessary, Miss Lockett.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - PARKING LOT - DAY
Madison walks towards the minivan when she is approached by
MARTHA, 30s, a disheveled woman waving flyers in her face.

9.
She is with HENRY, 16, a solemn looking boy with freckles
like Jimmy. He holds a canvas bag loaded with more flyers.
MARTHA
I need to put up flyers here.
Flyers?

MADISON
Flyers for what?

MARTHA
Jimmy. My boy. He's missing! I
tried calling him but he isn't
answering his phone and I don't
know what to do because the police
aren't listening to me since
sometimes I've called them and it
turned out that he wasn't actually
missing and I was just paranoid but
this time it's real and -MADISON
-- Don't ramble. It's annoying.
Madison and Henry notice each other.
HENRY
He's gone, Maddie.
him anywhere.

We can't find

Madison looks Henry up and down. She likes what she sees and
gives him a smile then snaps out of her daze.
What?

MADISON

The Banker exits the office building, whistling a happy tune
as he walks briskly past Madison and gets into his car.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - MOMENTS LATER
Madison and Henry watch as Martha speaks with Liz.
MARTHA
Please help us.
LIZ
I'm so sorry, Martha. My god this
must be horrible for you. What did
the police say?

10.
MARTHA
They don't believe me! "This is
fifth time he's gone missing in two
months." They think I'm crying
wolf! I'm not crying wolf, Liz!
LIZ
I know. I know.
How can I help?

I believe you.

MARTHA
Can I just look around the park?
LIZ
Of course, but I mean, do you want
me to call the police? Maybe
they'll listen to me.
MARTHA
I'll just... I'm just going to look
around. The police in this town
are good for nothing anyways.
LIZ
I'm sure Jimmy will pop up.
always does, right?

He

Liz hugs Martha as Madison enters deep thought.
MADISON (V.O.)
(British accent)
Hmmm. Maybe if I assist Henry and
Martha with locating Jimmy, mother
will see that I can handle
responsibility, and maybe she'll be
more inclined to purchase me the
vehicle of my choosing.
Madison regards Liz.
MADISON
Mom, can I help look?
LIZ
(surprised)
Okay. Just be careful.
Madison leads Martha and Henry out.
EXT. MINI GOLF COURSE - SAME
Daisy places a saucer of milk down on the turf and sits on a
giant plastic ladybug.

11.
DAISY
Here kitties!
A feral cat emerges from the trees and begins to lap up the
milk. One by one, more and more cats emerge.
Wow!

DAISY (CONT’D)
So many kitties!

JADE, 30s, African-American with long dreads, hair shaved on
one side, and camo pants, stomps onto the scene, wielding a
control pole and scaring away all the kitties.
Hey!

DAISY (CONT’D)
Those are my kitties!

JADE
Not no more! The second I lay my
eyes on a pussy, that pussy's mine.
DAISY
Are you a pussy slayer?
JADE
No baby. I am THE pussy slayer and
I always get my pussy.
DAISY
What do you do when you get the
pussy?
JADE
Well child, first... I shave them.
No!

DAISY

JADE
Then I get them all wet.
No!!!

DAISY

JADE
Yeah. Pussy's gotta be clean
before I eat it.
Daisy screams and runs back to the office.
JADE (CONT’D)
Punk ass bitch.
Jade crouches as she sneaks into the bushes after the cats.

12.
EXT. ON THE HILL - SAME
The Slothigator drags its body towards a tall cell tower,
buzzing with electrical noises. It looks up to see -A SQUIRREL, sitting on the tower, eating a nut.
The Slothigator reaches up high with its long arms and slowly
climbs the tower. The tower creaks and groans, until the
weight of the creature sends it crashing to the ground!
KABOOM!
The Slothigator runs down the hill towards the amusement
park, dragging its lanky arms beside it.
EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - GUEST SERVICES - DAY
A crying Daisy runs up to Liz and latches onto her leg.
DAISY
Mommy. The big scary woman made
all my pussies go away!
LIZ
Kitties, Daisy. Say kitties. And
it's her job to make them go away.
DAISY
But I like my kitties. She said
she's going to eat all of them!
LIZ
No she won't. She's just a
lesbian.
DAISY
But she said she will!
Daisy tugs on Liz's leg.
LIZ
Madison, take your sister with you.
Fine.

MADISON

Madison leads Martha, Henry and Daisy into the park.

13.
EXT. OUTSIDE - CONTINUOUS
Liz walks around the back. She approaches a door, puts a key
in the lock and turns it, but the door is already open.
She pushes the door ajar to see Kevin, hunched over the
Penthouse magazine, pulling his pud.
LIZ
Kevin Michael Lockett!
He drops the magazine and quickly pulls up his pants but
falls over, face first into a mop bucket of dirty water.
EXT. SWAMP - SAME
DOCTOR FRANK, 60s, a long-haired man wearing glasses and a
Hawaiian shirt, stumbles down the mossy hill towards the
swamp, close to the area where Jimmy went missing.
He approaches the water's edge, kneels down, then removes a
beaker from a briefcase. He fills the beaker and holds it up
to the sunlight. The water is a greenish-white color.
DOCTOR FRANK
Just as I suspected! Seventy-four
percent transparency!
Doctor Frank pours liquid into a vial, caps it, and puts it
away.
EXT. SWAMP - HILL - MOMENTS LATER
Doctor Frank approaches a grassy hill.
of leaves and branches to reveal:

He clears a patchwork

A LARGE METAL DOOR.
INT. LABORATORY - DAY
Doctor Frank scurries into his laboratory, carefully locking
the insane amount of dead bolts behind him.
Okay.

DOCTOR FRANK
Okay. Okay.

Doctor Frank hurries to his workspace covered in cups,
beakers, vials, syringes, and other scientific supplies.
He places the vial of milk in a holder.

14.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
Careful now...
Doctor Frank approaches the baby sloths with a syringe and
draws a small amount of blood.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
This is going to change everything.
The Nobel prize will be mine.
He dispenses the sloth blood onto a petri dish.
Doctor Frank removes an alligator egg from the incubator.
He draws liquid out using the syringe, then adds the contents
to the dish.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
This is it. Sweden here I come.
He peers into a microscope.
Doctor Frank leans back, a stunned look on his face.
My God.

DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)

EXT. PETTING ZOO - MOMENTS LATER
Jade checks the animal stalls of COWS and GOATS for feral
cats. She pulls out her SATELLITE PHONE and makes a call.
JADE
Hey baby boo.
DEANDRA (V.O.)
I'm going to get it amputated.
JADE
NO! NO! NO! I love that toe more
than anything in the world! Don't
you dare get it amputated.
DEANDRA (V.O.)
I've made my decision, Jade.
Jade notices a furry cat tail hanging down from the rafters.
JADE
This is a decision we need to make
together. I'll call you back.
Don't do anything.

15.
Jade hangs up, then dials another number.
JADE (CONT’D)
(Mandarin, subtitled)
Make lots of room in the deep
freezer, because I got a big load
coming in.
Jade climbs a ladder to the loft where A COLONY OF FERAL CATS
SIT STARING BACK.
Jade reaches out with her control pole to catch a cat in the
noose but they CHARGE towards, claws outstretched. Jade
screams as she falls backward off of the ladder and lands in
a pile of cow dung.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - OFFICE - DAY
A stressed-looking Liz works at her computer when suddenly
Doctor Frank bangs on the window.
DOCTOR FRANK
Doom! The animals have awoken!
The folivora and mississipiensis!
Sixty million years in the making!
LIZ
Do I know you?
DOCTOR FRANK
You can't open tomorrow! You will
all die! It will be the beginning
of the apocalypse! The end of the
world as we know it!
LIZ
I'm calling the police.
DOCTOR FRANK
No! I've already tried that!
wouldn't listen!

They

LIZ
I'm calling to have you removed
from the premises.
DOCTOR FRANK
You don't understand the dire
severity of this situation!
Liz picks up the phone, threatening to dial.

16.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
The blood will be on your hands.
Doctor Frank slinks away.
EXT. FUN HOUSE - DAY
Madison leads Martha, Henry and Daisy to the entrance of the
Fun House. Martha tapes a flyer to the gate.
MADISON
You two can go in there.
creeps me out.
It's okay.

It really

MARTHA
I'll go in.

HENRY
I'll go with you.
Madison grabs Henry's arm.
No.

MADISON
Stay with me.

Daisy chomps down on Henry's leg with her fake fangs.
Madison smiles.
MARTHA
It's okay, Henry.
Martha walks into the Fun House alone.
Jimmy?!

MARTHA (CONT’D)

INT. FUN HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER
Martha searches in the fun house for Jimmy.
Jimmy?

MARTHA
Are you in here?

Martha turns a corner and finds herself in -A ROOM OF WALL TO WALL MIRRORS LINED WITH NEON LIGHTS.
Jimmy!

MARTHA (CONT’D)

17.
An ALLIGATOR TAIL slithers past Martha! She screams, spins
around, but the tail is gone. It was just a reflection.
GROWWWWLLLL....
Martha panics! She runs through the fun house, constantly
smacking into mirrors. Blood trickles down her face.
The Slothigator appears in a reflection before her. It's
perched on top of a mirror, its spiky tail curled around it.
Blood drips from its fangs as it licks its chops.
Martha backs away from it.
Mascara runs down her face, a mess of blood and tears.
Help!

MARTHA (CONT’D)
Help! Please!

The Slothigator's long, furry arm reaches out and taps Martha
on the shoulder. She jumps, turns to face the Slothigator.
Oh my God!

MARTHA (CONT’D)

The Slothigator grabs Martha and begins to slowly pull her
towards its mouth as it did with Jimmy.
MARTHA (CONT’D)
No! No! Help! Help! Somebody
please help me! Somebody! Please
help! Help!!!!
EXT. FUN HOUSE - SAME
Madison sidles up to Henry.
MADISON
Sorry about Jimmy.
Probably.

We'll find him.

HENRY
I'm worried.
MADISON
If you ever want anything, I'm
here.
Madison winks.
DAISY
I want nutella.

18.
Martha's screams echo from inside the Fun House.
Help!

MARTHA (O.S.)
Somebody please help me!

Mom?!

HENRY

Martha lets out a blood curdling scream.
INT. FUN HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER
Martha's legs hang from the Slothigator's mouth as it chomps
down, slowly devouring her body.
Henry, Madison, and Daisy run in to find blood splattered all
over the mirrors and the Slothigator taking its final bites.
Henry and Madison are stunned.

Daisy calmly watches.

Henry opens his mouth but he's rendered speechless.
GRRRROWWWLLL!!!!
The Slothigator lowers itself down off of the mirror.
They watch as its tail disappears around the corner.
Whoah.

DAISY

MADISON
Jesus Christ. What was that?!
Henry cries.

Madison rubs his back consolingly.

Daisy finger paints a happy face with the blood on a mirror.
Bloooood.

DAISY
Can I eat it?

Henry and Madison stare at Daisy.
INT. OFFICE BUILDING - GUEST SERVICES - DAY
Liz is on the phone. She holds an electricity bill in one
hand, at the bottom of the paper reads: "$74,000".
LIZ
There is no way I have used this
much power!

19.
COMPANY WORKER (V.O)
I'm sorry, ma'am. Our technicians
triple checked. We recommend you
take a look at your meter to
confirm our usage numbers match
what you see there. Have I
answered all your -Liz hangs up in frustration.
EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - GUEST SERVICES - DAY
Liz looks at the electric meter outside of the building.
LIZ
This can't be right.
Liz notices several thick wires jammed into the bottom of the
meter haphazardly. It's clearly been tampered with.
Liz follows the wires to the ground, pulling them up as she
goes.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - DAY
Madison, holding Daisy, runs with Henry through the park
towards Guest Services. They pass by a -RING TOSS GAME TENT
Where a CUTE BOY, 16, is hanging stuffed animals on the wall.
CUTE BOY
Oh, hey Madison! You never called
me.
Cute Boy runs alongside Madison so she doesn't pass him by.
MADISON
I was on an African Safari... in...
the Nicaragua!
DAISY
I want Mommy!
CUTE BOY
I sent you like two hundred texts!
MADISON
There was bad service!

20.
CUTE BOY
You're a real bitch, you know!
real bi --

A

The Cute Boy slams into a pole and collapses to the ground.
Madison and Henry keep running.
HENRY
Who was that!?
MADISON
I had a one night stand with him.
He was bad. No experience.
Oh...

HENRY

AT THE DUNK TANK
A SAFETY INSPECTOR, 50s, glasses, dress shirt and pen
protector, taps the sides of the dunk tank.
SAFETY INSPECTOR
Now with a circumference of eighty
four inches, and a volume of
sixteen cubic feet, this outerlining consisting of thin silicon
strip ensures that the tank...
A dunk tank OPERATOR listens to the Inspector drone on.
SAFETY INSPECTOR (CONT’D)
...has no problem in terms of
vertical and horizontal rotational
ability as the axis tilts and
hinges at a flexible sixty three
degrees.
The Operator yawns.
Suddenly, Madison, Daisy and Henry run past, knocking the
Safety Inspector to the ground!
MADISON
Get out of the way!
Henry helps the Safety Inspector to his feet.
his clipboard and pen.
SAFETY INSPECTOR
No running around the dunk tank!

He collects

21.
MADISON
There's an alligator.
out of here!

Get the fuck

GRRROOOWWWWWLLLLL!!!!!
The Slothigator charges onto the scene!
It stands on its hind legs, flailing its long arms from side
to side. Drool and blood seeps from its mouth.
The Operator SCREAMS and runs for his life.
The Safety Inspector stands stunned.

Run!

MADISON (CONT’D)
(to Safety Inspector)

Madison picks up Daisy, and the three sprint away as -THE SLOTHIGATOR SLAPS ITS TAIL AGAINST THE SAFETY INSPECTOR,
LAUNCHING HIM INTO THE AIR. HIS BODY GOES SAILING, THEN
SLAMS HARD ONTO THE GROUND TEN FEET AWAY.
The Slothigator reaches out and hooks its claws into the
Safety Inspector's pants, then slowly pulls his body towards
its mouth.
The Safety Inspector screams in agonizing pain as his broken
body is dragged across the rough cement, shredding his skin.
Finally, the Safety Inspector is drawn into the Slothigator's
massive mouth.
THE SLOTHIGATOR CHEWS...SLOWLY.
And then -The Slothigator spits out the Safety Inspector's HEAD.
It sinks to the bottom of the dunk tank.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - MOMENTS LATER
Madison rushes inside the office with Henry and Daisy.
Henry locks the door behind them.
MADISON
What in the shit was that thing?

22.
HENRY
Whatever it was it just killed my
mom! And Jimmy!
MADISON
We'll find him, okay?
give up.

We can't

HENRY
He's dead, Madison!
DAISY
There was so much bloood.
MADISON
I'm going to call my mom. And
Jimmy's not dead. Trust me.
Madison picks up the landline phone, tries to dial out.
Ugh!

MADISON (CONT’D)
No dial tone.

She slams the phone down.
Doctor Frank bangs on the ticket booth window.
DOCTOR FRANK
It is imperative that I speak to
your mother pronto!
MADISON
Who are you!?
DOCTOR FRANK
My name is Frank. I'm a doctor.
MADISON
The park doctor?
DOCTOR FRANK
What? Oh yes. Of course.
park doctor.

I'm the

MADISON
Seems legit.
She lets Doctor Frank in and locks the door behind him.
DOCTOR FRANK
I have to tell you something.
is critical.

It

23.
MADISON
Is it about the thing?
DOCTOR FRANK

The what?

MADISON
There's this... I don't know...
this animal loose in the park and
it killed a bunch of people!
Really!?

DOCTOR FRANK
This is excellent!

HENRY
It ate my mother!
Yes, well.

DOCTOR FRANK
That is to be expected.

Doctor Frank sets his briefcase on the desk.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
I have a theory... I call it: The
Big Bang.
MADISON
A bit late on that one, Einstein.
DOCTOR FRANK
No. No. I'm talking about a BIG
bang! A sexual bang!
MADISON
A... a sexual bang?
Madison appears interested.
Yes!

DOCTOR FRANK

Doctor Frank grabs a pen and draws diagrams on a whiteboard
to illustrate his theory.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
Sixty five million years ago when
the dinosaurs began dying out, the
entire species as we know it began
evolving. The archaeopteryx
developed. Neither bird nor
reptile, but rather a combination!
(MORE)

24.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
Now some politically motivated
scientists say it is just a
transitionary fossil, but after
years of research I have reached a
different conclusion.
MADISON
You're not really the park doctor,
are you?
DOCTOR FRANK
You must listen.
Madison gestures for Doctor Frank to continue.
Doctor Frank draws on.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
At this time period, animals were
scattering around, breaking all
habits in order to survive. It is
very likely there were drifters and
loners out there wandering about
the wasteland which was the Planet
Earth.
Doctor Frank draws various animals wandering the Earth.
MADISON
You should make a movie.
Doctor Frank furiously sketches sexually graphic scenes as he
talks.
DOCTOR FRANK
The sexual frustration and need to
reproduce amongst these animals
were sky-high, and that is when
inter-species sex began. Reptiles
banging birds. Birds banging fish.
Fish banging amphibians. Bang!
Bang! Bang! Bang! It wasn't
before long when mammals began
banging reptiles. But as we all
know, mammals don't lay eggs. So
it took a very long time for these
mamalian and reptilian combo
creatures to fully develop their
amniotic eggs in order for their
offsprings to come alive. And that
time... is... now.
Madison and Henry blankly stare at Doctor Frank.

25.
Daisy's eyes are wide.
DAISY

Wow!

Daisy runs up and bites Doctor Frank's leg with her fangs.
Rawr!

DAISY (CONT’D)
I'm a dinosaur!

DOCTOR FRANK
Get off of me.
Doctor Frank pushes Daisy back.
Meanie.

She mopes.

DAISY

MADISON
That has got to be the biggest load
of gazelle shit I've ever heard.
HENRY
Wait, Madison. I mean... did you
see that thing? It had like a
sloth face or something.
MADISON
Oh c'mon. It probably just has
alligator down syndrome. You
really think a sloth would fuck an
alligator to make a...a...
slothigator?
YES!!!

DOCTOR FRANK
YOU GOT IT! EUREKA!

Doctor Frank draws a Slothigator on the whiteboard.
MADISON
I don't believe this.
DOCTOR FRANK
I'm going to go run some tests to
confirm.
Go.

MADISON
Please.

Doctor Frank gathers his briefcase and exits.
Shit.

MADISON (CONT’D)
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HENRY

What?

MADISON
Where's Kevin?
Madison grabs Daisy.
MADISON (CONT’D)
Let's go, Daisy. Hold my hand.
Ew!

No!

Daisy.

DAISY

MADISON
Do it.

Hmph.

DAISY

Daisy holds Madison's hand as she leads her and Henry out of
the office.
EXT. SWAMP - HILL - SAME
Liz holds a large spool of wire as she trudges through the
mud along the swamp, continuing to follow the cable she's
pulling out of the ground.
The cable leads her up a hill, where she finds the mess of
leaves and branches, haphazardly covering the door to Doctor
Frank's laboratory.
Liz clears the foliage, revealing the metal door.
LIZ
Holy Father in Heaven.
Liz opens the door.
INT. LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS
Liz enters the laboratory and takes in her surroundings.
LIZ
What the...
Liz walks from cage to cage, gawking in horror at the array
of various hybrid creatures.
The Snird strikes against the bars of its cage!
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Liz jumps in shock.
Jesus.

LIZ (CONT’D)

Liz checks out Doctor Frank's science equipment. A plethora
of gadgets, beeping and whirring, flashing lights and clearly
drawing massive amounts of power. Her power.
Liz clenches her fists.
She comes across a cot, complete with pillow, sheets and
bedding, next to a table with a hot plate, coffee maker and
bar fridge.
LIZ (CONT’D)
So this is where all my power is
going.
She then sees a massive metal door with a thermometer on the
outside. It appears to be an industrial sized refrigerator.
Liz opens the door -My god.

LIZ (CONT’D)

EXT. WOODS - SAME
A large generator buzzes amidst a clearing in the trees.
Kevin approaches.
Nice.

He holds his hands against the metal.
KEVIN

Kevin unzips his pants and pushes his crotch against the
generator. He closes his eyes in pleasure.
Behind Kevin, THE SLOTHIGATOR SLOWLY LOWERS DOWN FROM A TREE
BRANCH, ITS MASSIVE BODY HANGING FROM ITS LONG FURRY ARMS!
KEVIN (CONT’D)
(singing)
You got the... good vibrations!!!
Sweeeeeet temptations!
GROWWWWWLLLL.
Huh?

KEVIN (CONT’D)

Kevin turns to see the Slothigator!
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It SMILES, bearing its long, saber-shaped fangs.
KEVIN (CONT’D)
Shitttt!!!!!
Kevin zips up and stumbles away from the Slothigator, pushing
past -An ELECTRICIAN, 40s, blue jumpsuit, sets a tool box down next
to the generator. He unscrews a panel and checks things out.
ELECTRICIAN
Let's see if we got enough juice
for tomorrow.
The Electrician inserts a voltage meter and marks down some
numbers on a notepad, completely oblivious as -THE SLOTHIGATOR DROPS DOWN TO THE GROUND BEHIND HIM.
ELECTRICIAN (CONT’D)
These numbers can't be right.
The Electrician bends down to grab a different tool.
GROWWWWLLLLLLL!
The Electrician looks up.
He is face to face with Slothigator!
Balls.

ELECTRICIAN (CONT’D)

THE SLOTHIGATOR OPENS ITS MOUTH WIDE THEN SLAMS ITS FANGS
DOWN, PIERCING THROUGH THE ELECTRICIAN'S CHEST.
THE SLOTHIGATOR WHIPS ITS HEAD IN A CIRCLE, SWINGING THE
ELECTRICIAN'S BODY INTO ITS MOUTH THEN SLOWLY CHEWS ITS FOOD.
Jimmy!?

HENRY (O.S.)
Kevin!?

MADISON (O.S.)
Horny pervert! Where are you!?
WITH BLOOD ALL OVER ITS FACE, THE SLOTHIGATOR BELCHES, LICKS
ITS CHOPS, THEN CLUMSILY CHARGES BACK INTO THE TREES.
Madison, Daisy and Henry arrive on the scene.
Blood is splattered all over the generator.
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Oh my God.

MADISON (CONT’D)
Kevin?!

Henry comforts Madison.
MADISON (CONT’D)
He can't be dead!
DAISY
Where's Kevin?
Madison composes herself for the sake of her little sister.
MADISON
Let's go back to the office. I
don't want Daisy to be out here.
I'm sure he's just back there
looking for us anyway.
They turn back the way they came.
EXT. SWAMP - SAME
Back at the same area of the swamp that Jimmy was killed, the
mossy hill RUMBLES. The ground shakes. A hole re-opens in
the side of the hill, wider than ever before.
PHHHHHLLLBBBBBBBBBPPPPPPPP!!!!!!
SIX GIANT GREEN EGGS COVERED IN GOO SHOOT OUT OF THE HILL!
They roll onto the beach, tipping from side to side,
twitching....
CRACKING....
One by one, the eggs HATCH, and -FIVE NEW SLOTHIGATORS ARE BORN!
The new Slothigators GROWL and SQUEAL.
other on the sand.

They wrestle each

One Slothigator EATS another Slothigator!
The remaining Slothigators scramble up the hill out of sight.
ONE EGG REMAINS.

A claw pokes through the top of the egg.

A smaller, cuter looking Slothigator face pops up.

The RUNT.
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EXT. FOREST - DAY
Madison, Henry and Daisy traverse through the trees.
MADISON
If I lose Kevin... mom is gonna
freak the fuck out.
HENRY
Don't forget about Jimmy.
MADISON
I'm not forgetting about Jimmy!
Okay.

HENRY
Okay. Just checking.

Daisy trails behind.

She hears a purr in the distance.

Daisy stops, and turns.

Henry and Madison walk on.

MADISON
I'm never going to get that car.
HENRY
Our brothers are missing and you're
worried about your damn car?
MADISON
I need that damn car.
understand.

You don't

Daisy wanders off towards the sound.
ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST
Kitty?

DAISY
Kitty?

Daisy looks around.
DAISY (CONT’D)
Here kitty. I promise I won't eat
you!
A crackling in the trees.
Kitty?

DAISY (CONT’D)

Daisy stares at something and cringes.
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Wow!

DAISY (CONT’D)
You're a big hairy kitty!

INT. GUEST SERVICES - LATER
Madison and Henry knock on the door.
Doctor Frank lets them in.
DOCTOR FRANK
I figured it out! The milk!
milk! It's all in the milk!

The

Madison looks around and realizes Daisy is not there.
Daisy?!
What?

MADISON
HENRY

MADISON
Where is she!?
DOCTOR FRANK
Listen to me about the milk!
MADISON
Shut up about the milk! Oh my god,
what if the slothigator got her?
DOCTOR FRANK
If a slothigator has your sister, I
know how to find her!
Madison, now interested, looks at Doctor Frank.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
We must follow the milk! The milk
will lead us to the mother
slothigator! All the baby
slothigators will return back to
the mother to get their milk.
Because of how long these creatures
have laid dormant, they aren't
accustomed to the newly oxygenated
water so the only liquid source
they can consume is their mother's
milk. If we follow the milk from
the swamp it will lead us to the
mother...and presumably, your
sister.
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MADISON
But what if it already ate Daisy?
Doctor Frank opens the refrigerator, pulls out a carton of
milk and pours himself a large glass.
DOCTOR FRANK
I wouldn't worry about the mother
slothigator. She's laying dormant,
leaking milk from her teats.
Madison pulls a face as Doctor Frank gulps the milk.
HENRY
What if Jimmy is there?

Or Kevin?

MADISON
They'll be fine, but Daisy's just a
little girl.
Madison enters deep thought.
MADISON (V.O.)
(British Accent)
Mum would have a far easier time
coping with Kevin's death, but if
Daisy is deceased, she will never
procure my automobile and I'll be
forced to spend my summer with her.
Doctor Frank finishes his glass of milk.
He now sports a milk mustache.
DOCTOR FRANK
You've got to find the source.
It's the best chance you have at
locating your sister.
Henry looks at Madison.
HENRY
It's our best shot.
Madison nods, just exiting deep thought.
Okay.

MADISON

Doctor Frank unfolds a large map of Louisiana on the table,
complete with topographical information and certain areas
circled in red felt pen.
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MADISON (CONT’D)
What is that?
DOCTOR FRANK
It's a map of the swamp. The milk
flows upstream...you're going here.
Doctor Frank draws an arrow along the swamp, then writes the
words FOLLOW THE MILK in big bold letters.
He circles it.
Three times.
EXT. FOREST - SAME
Daisy strokes the fur on a Slothigator's face.
DAISY
You're fuzzy.
She pulls some strands of slime from his hairy arms and
throws it into the bushes.
DAISY (CONT’D)

Gross.

The Slothigator licks Daisy's face.

She giggles!

DAISY (CONT’D)
I think I'll call you Toby.
A feral cat emerges from the bushes and climbs on top of some
rocks.
Jade appears shortly after, chasing the cat with her control
pole in hand.
JADE
Come to mommy!
Run kitty!

DAISY

The cat looks at Daisy, then runs off.
No!
Uh oh.

JADE
DAISY
She's mad.
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Jade turns to Daisy, angered, but her expression quickly
changes to confusion and fear at the sight of Slothigator.
DAISY (CONT’D)
I found a biiiiig pussy!
JADE
That ain't no pussy, kid.
Jade begins inching towards them.
Slothigator, protecting it.

Daisy steps in front of

DAISY
Don't hurt him! Toby's my new
friend!
Jade gestures for Daisy to "shhh".
It's okay.

DAISY (CONT’D)
He won't hurt you.

Jade pulls out a long knife.
Daisy forces out a high-pitched scream which startles Jade.
DAISY (CONT’D)
Leave us alone!
EXT. FOREST - SAME
On a golf cart, Madison drives Henry through the forest.
Daisy's scream faintly reverberates in the distance.
Daisy!?

MADISON

Madison slams on the brakes, Henry lurches forward, almost
hitting his head on the front windshield.
HENRY
Jesus Christ!
MADISON
Which way did that scream come
from?
Uh.

Uh.

HENRY
Uh.

Henry randomly points to his right.
Madison looks at Doctor Frank's map.
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MADISON
Well... I think that's where the
swamp is.
Henry breathes, relieved.
HENRY
I should drive there.
No.

MADISON

Madison puts the golf cart in reverse and drives back,
slamming the back of the cart into a tree. She puts the cart
back into drive and makes a sharp right, driving off.
INT. OFFICE BUILDING - GUEST SERVICES - DAY
Doctor Frank enthusiastically writes various mathematical
equations and diagrams on the whiteboard.
DOCTOR FRANK
(to himself)
But if the contour integration of
Plane Z is two pi r, then the
integral holmorphic function would
be...
He checks his papers on the desk.
Mixes some concoction in test tubes which fizzes over.
Perfect.

DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)

Doctor Frank shuffles around in his briefcase for something.
But he can't find it...
He has a sudden realization and immediately hops up, gathers
his belongings and exits.
EXT. SWAMP - LABORATORY SECRET ENTRANCE - DAY
Doctor Frank is stunned to find the lab door uncovered...
And open!
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INT. LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS
Doctor Frank enters the lab and finds Liz in the middle of
unplugging the alligator egg's incubator!
DOCTOR FRANK
(pointing)
You! Get off! You're going to
kill the specimen!
Liz turns to Doctor Frank, but not before unplugging the
incubator.
No!!!

DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)

Doctor Frank rushes to the outlet and frantically plugs the
power back in.
LIZ
What in the name of God are you
doing on my property!? Who do you
think you are!?
The Burtle bangs against the glass of its enclosure.
Liz watches with stunned amazement.
DOCTOR FRANK
You know too much.
LIZ
Why are you stealing my power!?
DOCTOR FRANK
I am performing an experiment of
the utmost importance.
LIZ
You're insane. That's what you
are. Get out of my park!
DOCTOR FRANK
I'm afraid I can't do that.
LIZ
That's it! I'm calling the
police... and animal services!
Liz starts to exit, but Doctor Frank steps in her way.
DOCTOR FRANK
I can't let you leave.
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LIZ
Get out of my way.
Doctor Frank grabs Liz's neck.
LIZ (CONT’D)
What're you...?
Doctor Frank tightens his grip.
He pushes Liz through the lab.
My lab!

DOCTOR FRANK
My creatures!

Liz kicks, then pulls on his hands, desperately trying to
free herself, but Doctor Frank is too strong.
He pushes her into an isolation room designed for an animal.
Liz takes deep breaths, regaining her oxygen levels, but
before she can escape the room, the door slams in her face!
Doctor Frank locks an absurd amount of bolts.
Liz bangs on the door.
LIZ (O.S.)
(muffled)
HEY! HEY! YOU WON'T GET AWAY WITH
THIS!
Liz notices she is accompanied by a strange looking creature.
The platypus.
LIZ (CONT’D)
What on earth are you supposed to
be?
Doctor Frank walks away and disappears into a side door.
INT. - LABORATORY - SECRET OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
It's a small office, jam packed with shelf units holding
various specimens in jars, file cabinets, and a desk.
Doctor Frank sits at the desk.
Behind him is a dirty window with dense foliage covering it.
He removes a vial of YELLOW LIQUID from a drawer, then adds
it to a beaker of milky swamp water. The glass explodes!
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Success!

DOCTOR FRANK

CRASH!
A Slothigator smashes its tail against the laboratory window!
It shatters into pieces.
GROWLLLL!
No!

DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
I'm not ready!

Doctor Frank gathers his papers, stuffing them into the
briefcase.
The Slothigator pulls its body through the broken window,
shards of glass jutting through its lizard belly, blood
spilling onto the floor.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
Must tell...children!
The Slothigator is stuck on the broken glass.

It GRUNTS.

Doctor Frank picks up a shard of glass and points it
nervously at the Slothigator.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
I will take you down!
Doctor Frank backs into a corner, knocking over a shelf unit,
holding his briefcase tightly.
The Slothigator reaches out with its long arms.
Doctor Frank drops the shard in fear.
The claws close in around him as he closes his eyes.
DOCTOR FRANK (CONT’D)
(whisper)
Lemon juice.
The Slothigator pulls Doctor Frank slowly towards its gaping
maw.
INT. LABORATORY - SAME
Liz hears Doctor Frank's screams coming from the other room.
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Hello!?

LIZ
What's happening!?

She bangs on the door.

There is no knob on the inside.

She looks around for a way to escape.
But there's nothing in the room besides a pool of water,
sand, and the Platypus, staring blankly at her.
Defeated, Liz sits on the ground.
LIZ (CONT’D)

Ouch.

She reaches behind her back and pulls out a WALKIE TALKIE.
Liz's eyes light up.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - OFFICE - SAME
A walkie talkie sits on the table in the empty office.
It crackles to life with the sound of Liz's voice.
LIZ (V.O.)
Hello? Madison? Kevin? Can you
hear me? Daisy, sweetie, it's
Mommy! Talk to Mommy, please!
No response.
LIZ (V.O.)
Guys, it's an emergency.
you. Kids?

I need

EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - ROLLER COASTER - DAY
An ATTENDANT climbs the stairs to the top of an old school
wooden roller coaster. He opens the gate, as a car rolls
down the tracks into the loading bay.
A Slothigator is in the car.
Holy shit!

ATTENDANT

The Slothigator leaps from the car and slaps the Attendant
onto the tracks with its arm.
Shit!

ATTENDANT (CONT’D)
Help me!
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The Slothigator licks its chops, then jumps on top of the
Attendant and devours him whole.
EXT. FOREST - SAME
Jade slowly approaches the Slothigator at Daisy's side.
JADE
Move, child!
Jade and Slothigator circle each other.
Daisy charges towards Jade and chomps down onto her leg with
the fake fangs.
Stop that!

JADE (CONT’D)

Jade shoves Daisy to the side with her leg.
She falls, scraping her knees on the ground.
Daisy's lips quiver, about to cry.
The fake fangs fall from her mouth and land in the grass.
The Slothigator GROWLS then stands on its hind legs.
JADE (CONT’D)
It's just me and you now.
Jade points her bowie knife at the Slothigator.
She inches closer towards it.
The Slothigator opens its mouth wide, bearing its massive
sharp teeth that go all the way into the back of its throat.
JADE (CONT’D)
You are one ugly motherfucker.
Jade LUNGES towards the Slothigator, and with one swift
movement, brings the bowie knife down on its long furry arm!
The Slothigator's arm is lopped off and goes flying!
NOOOO!!!

DAISY
TOBY!!!

The Slothigator stumbles onto the ground momentarily, giving
Jade the opportunity to swing her leg over and mount it.
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Oh yeah!

JADE
Take that!

Stop that!

DAISY
You're hurting him!

The Slothigator THRASHES its body side to side like a bull at
a rodeo. Jade holds tight to its hairy back.
DAISY (CONT’D)
Go Toby Go!
The Slothigator ROLLS onto its back, crushing Jade under its
heavy girth. It rolls upright again. Battered but not
broken, Jade raises the knife high above Slothigator's neck.
Sunshine glints off the bloody bowie knife.
JADE
This one's for you Deandra!
The Slothigator GROWLS.
Jade brings the knife down and PLUNGES it into the
Slothigator's head!
BLOOD SPRAYS EVERYWHERE.
Daisy's eyes bulge in shock as some blood splatters her face.
DAISY
You... you...
Jade exhales heavily, catching her breath.
DAISY (CONT’D)
You killed him.
Tears fall down Daisy's face.
JADE
I wonder how you taste.
Jade licks the blood off of the knife.
Meh.

She shrugs.

JADE (CONT’D)

Daisy screams and runs towards Jade. She slams her fist on
Jade's legs. Jade looks down, unmoved.
JADE (CONT’D)
White people.
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Daisy turns around and runs away.

Jade watches her go.

INT. GUEST SERVICES - DAY
Kevin enters the office.
There's no one else there.
Hello?

KEVIN

Kevin searches for his family.
Daisy?

KEVIN (CONT’D)
Madison?

He picks up the landline phone, attempts to dial out.
Ugh.

KEVIN (CONT’D)

Hangs up.
KEVIN (CONT’D)
Wait a second...
Kevin smiles.
EXT. FOREST - DAY
Madison drives Henry erratically through the forest.
MADISON
I think it came from over here.
Henry spots something in the distance.
Hey!

HENRY

Madison slams on the brakes.
Look!

HENRY (CONT’D)

Henry points to a shiny object glistening on the ground.
Madison jumps out to inspect it.
As she approaches, she realizes it's Daisy's fake fangs.
THEY'RE DRIPPING WITH BLOOD.
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Henry looks over Madison's shoulder.
HENRY (CONT’D)
Madison... I'm...
MADISON
She's not dead. No.
Madison...

No.

No.

No.

HENRY

Madison steels herself.
Follow me.

MADISON

Henry follows Madison through the brush.
EXT. SWAMP - MOMENTS LATER
Madison and Henry emerge at the edge of the swamp where
several feral cats lap up the discolored water.
MADISON
What in the shit?
Henry consults the map.
HENRY
It says follow the milk upstream.
MADISON
Which way is upstream?
HENRY
I don't know. I thought you knew.
MADISON
Why would I know? It's a swamp!
There's no stream.
HENRY
Then why didn't you ask him about
it then?
MADISON
Why didn't you ask him about it?
HENRY
Because I thought you already knew!
Madison breathes.
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MADISON
Okay. Okay. Okay. Upstream means
north, right? Do you have a
compass?
HENRY
No, I don't have a compass.
MADISON
Well use your phone, dumbass.
HENRY
Why don't you use your phone?
MADISON
I need to conserve battery.
Me too!

HENRY

MADISON
I have an iPhone!
Fine.

HENRY
You win. Jesus.

Henry pulls out his phone and fidgets around with it.
HENRY (CONT’D)
Where's the compass thing... is it
an app? Do I have to download it?
I don't have a good data plan.
There's no service anyways.
Madison reaches for the phone.
MADISON
Gimme that.
No!

HENRY
I can do it!

MADISON
C'mon man, you're wasting time.
HENRY
I wanna help too!
MADISON
You can help later.

Just gimme.

Madison's arm bumps into Henry's as he recoils back. The
phone slips out and drops into the edge of the marsh.
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Shit!
Wait.

HENRY
MADISON

HENRY
That was my phone!
Shuttup.
Oh no no.

MADISON
HENRY
You do not get --

MADISON
Shut the fuck up. I found
something. Look.
Madison bends down to examine the swamp water.
Henry, fed up, looks over as well.
What?

HENRY

MADISON
It's milky on the other side.
coming from over there.

It's

HENRY
Couldn't you have figured that out
before you lost my phone?
MADISON
Don't you want to find Jimmy?
Kevin? Daisy? There are more
important things than your stupid
phone.
HENRY
There are more important things
than your stupid car.
MADISON
Now you have crossed the line.
Madison notices a row of rocks leading across the swamp.
MADISON (CONT’D)
We have to get to the other side.
HENRY
I'm not jumping on those.
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MADISON
Yeah you are.
Madison fearlessly steps from rock to rock, crossing the
swamp. Henry nervously trails behind.
Hurry up!

MADISON (CONT’D)
Please?

As Henry is about to jump off of the final rock to the
safety, the rock RISES out of the water, revealing:
A SLOTHIGATOR!
Goddammit!
Hold on!

HENRY
MADISON

Madison reaches out for Henry's hand.
The Slothigator rises higher out of the water.
Reach!!

MADISON (CONT’D)

HENRY
You don't have the wingspan!
MADISON
You don't have the wingspan!
The two reach out as far as physically possible.
Their finger tips touch, then Madison finds a grip and pulls
Henry to safety.
The Slothigators thrash about in the water, growling and
grunting, wrestling each other in the milky swamp.
The milk.

MADISON (CONT’D)

Madison points to a small waterfall of milk trickling over
the edge of a mossy hill. She immediately begins to climb.
She looks back at Henry.
Climb.

MADISON (CONT’D)

HENRY
My shoes have bad traction.
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Madison rolls her eyes.
MADISON
Okay, you can just chill here and
be eaten by the slothigators. Bye!
Henry reluctantly grabs onto the wet, mossy hill and climbs.
EXT. HILLSIDE - DAY
Madison and Henry ascend the hill and reach the top.
Madison scans the horizon.
It's a golf course.
MADISON
Do you see Daisy?
No.

HENRY

They overlook a large sand trap surrounded by fairways.
Several GOLFERS are playing on a hole nearby.
MADISON
(squinting)
What's that?
HENRY
I don't see -Suddenly, the sand trap RISES and FALLS, as if something is
ALIVE beneath it.
IT'S BREATHING.
Madison and Henry stumble to the ground.
MADISON
What just happened?
HENRY
Stop asking me questions you know I
don't have the answer to!
A large, black mound erupts from the sand, then SHOOTS MILK
HIGH UP INTO THE AIR LIKE A GEYSER.
MILK RAINS DOWN ON MADISON AND HENRY.
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MADISON
Is that milk?
HENRY
Where's it coming from?
Several more black mounds emerge, spurting more milk geysers.
MADISON
Oh my god.
(dramatic pause)
It's the teats.
GRRROOWWWWLLLLL....
The Golfers stop what they're doing and watch as -A GIANT SLOTH HEAD RISES OUT OF THE SAND!
Its fangs are GINORMOUS.
Its eyes, like massive red pools of BLOOD.
THIS SLOTHIGATOR IS TWENTY TIMES AS BIG AS THE OTHERS.
Henry and Madison's terrified faces reflect in its eyes.
They run for their lives.
EXT. FOREST - MOMENTS LATER
Madison and Henry run through the trees.
Several Slothigators drop down from branches, hanging in
front of them.
They lick their chops in unison!
Jesus!

MADISON

Madison changes direction as the Slothigators land on the
ground and give chase.
IN A CLEARING
Madison and Henry find the golf cart and hop in.
HENRY
Please let me drive.
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No!

MADISON

Madison hits the gas, narrowly escaping the Slothigators on
their tail.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - DAY
Madison and Henry enter the office, out of breath.
MADISON
We have to find my sister.
A CLICKING sound comes from the other room.
Madison and Henry exchange looks of fright.
Shhhh.

MADISON (CONT’D)
It could be Daisy.

Madison creeps around the corner and opens the door to the
ticket booth to find:
Kevin masturbating with a stuffed teddy bear!
KEVIN
Oh c'mon! Can't I just get two
hours to myself!?
MADISON
The whole park is falling apart,
our sister is missing, and you're
just here trying to pull your pork?
Madison slams the door shut.
LIZ (V.O.)
Testing, testing. Kids, this is
your mother.
Madison hurriedly grabs the walkie talkie.
LIZ (V.O)
If you want the car you have to
pick up this walkie.
Mom!?

MADISON
Mom. It's Madison.

LIZ (V.O.)
Madison! I'm trapped in that
doctor's lab. I need you to get me
out.
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MADISON
What doctor's lab?
Doctor Frank?

Wait, you mean

LIZ (V.O.)
If you go out to the electric meter
box you'll see a bunch of cables.
Just follow them and you'll find
the place. Please hurry.
MADISON
I'll be right there.

Just hold on.

LIZ (V.O.)
I love you sweetie!
Madison turns off the walkie and looks at Henry.
MADISON
I'll be right back.
HENRY
I'm coming with you.
MADISON
Stay and look after Kevin.
can't lose him, too.

We

Henry nods as Madison rushes out.
EXT. CAROUSEL - NIGHT
Jade sits on the carousel, wiping her bloody bowie knife on
her camo pants. She pulls out her satellite phone and dials.
No answer.
Shit.

JADE

DEANDRA (O.S.)
Looking for me?
DEANDRA, 30s, a smokin' hot blonde with a rack made for motorboating emerges from the fog.
Baby!

JADE
What are you doing here?!

DEANDRA
You know I can't sleep without you.
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JADE
You shouldn't be here, baby, it's
not safe.
DEANDRA
I ain't afraid of no pussy.
JADE
We got bigger problems than that.
Deandra sits on the carousel next to Jade.
She notices the blood on Jade's pants.
DEANDRA
Baby! Are you okay?!
happened?!

What

JADE
Just got tangled up with a pussy at
the wrong time of the month.
DEANDRA
I know what that's like.
They laugh.
JADE
Give me that toe.
Jade swings Deandra's leg over her lap and removes her shoe.
DEANDRA
Baby, no, I -JADE
-- I'm not taking no for an answer!
Jade removes Deandra's sock, revealing -A FOOT WITH SIX TOES.
JADE (CONT’D)
Oh yeah, baby. I love it.
Jade sucks on Deandra's eleventh toe.

She loudly moans.

INT. LABORATORY - NIGHT
Madison opens the door to the laboratory and steps inside.
She stares in shock at the freaky animal hybrids around her.
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Holy fuck.

MADISON

A loud bang as the door closes behind her.
Hello!?

LIZ (O.S.)
Madison!?

Mom?
Madison!?

MADISON
LIZ (O.S.)
I'm over here!

Madison finds the door to the platypus enclosure.
MADISON
There's like twenty locks on this
thing!
LIZ (O.S.)
Break them! Do something!
out of here!

Get me

MADISON
Are you okay!? Are you hurt!?
Madison searches Doctor Frank's workspace for a blunt object.
LIZ (O.S.)
No! I'm fine! There's a weird
animal with me though. It's not
dangerous... I don't think.
Madison finds an AXE.
MADISON
This should work!
She smashes the locks, the door opens.
Liz comes out and hugs Madison.
MADISON (CONT’D)
How'd you get in there?
LIZ
It was Doctor Frank. I found out
he's been stealing our power to run
this weird secret laboratory. When
I confronted him about it, he
locked me in and left.
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MADISON
Doctor Frank did this?
now?

Where is he

The Mecko tongues its eye ball.
LIZ
I don't know. But... I heard him
scream.
Oh my god.

MADISON

Madison runs to the
OFFICE
And sees the destruction.

Blood is everywhere.

Liz holds her hand to her mouth, realizing Doctor Frank has
most likely been killed.
MADISON (CONT’D)
A slothigator did this.
A what!?

LIZ

MADISON
You don't know... do you?
LIZ
Know what, Madison?
MADISON
There's this half alligator half
sloth monster thing going around
the park killing people. It killed
Martha and -LIZ
Martha's dead!?
MADISON
Yeah. Doctor Frank gave us a map
to find the mother. He was working
on a solution to kill them. The
mother is the source and -Liz grabs Madison by her shoulders.
LIZ
Slow down Madison.
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Madison takes a breath.
MADISON
Doctor Frank said we have to defeat
the slothigator before it kills
anyone else. He was running some
experiments while me and Henry -LIZ
Has it hurt anybody else?
Madison freezes.
Madison!?

LIZ (CONT’D)
Where's Kevin --

MADISON
Kevin's fine -And Daisy?

LIZ

Madison gulps.
LIZ (CONT’D)
No...my baby!
MADISON
She just wandered off! I'm so
sorry! We've been looking for her
this whole time. We'll find her,
mom, I promise. She isn't dead.
LIZ
How do you know?
MADISON
I just... I just know.
Madison looks at Doctor Frank's papers.
MADISON (CONT’D)
There has to be something here.
LIZ
We have to get back to the office,
Kevin's all alone.
MADISON
Don't worry, Henry's watching him.
I think I can figure out what
Doctor Frank was working on.
Madison sits at the desk, inspecting things closely.
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How?

LIZ

MADISON
Just trust me.
Liz looks at her daughter with profound confusion.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - NIGHT
Henry and Kevin sit together awkwardly on the couch.
HENRY
So... how's life?
KEVIN
A struggle.
HENRY
I feel ya man. Your sister is hard
to get.
KEVIN
Not really.
Henry fake laughs to hide his embarrassment.
INT. LABORATORY - NIGHT
Liz holds a wallet picture of Daisy, crying.
Madison goes over Doctor Frank's papers at his workspace.
She works by the light of a single lamp.
Her eyes droop. She slaps her face to keep her awake.
MADISON
There has to be something...
something...
LIZ
Since when do you know science?
MADISON
What're you talking about?
science.
LIZ
Oh, really?

I love
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Yeah.

MADISON
Chemistry's my thing.

LIZ
I thought you got a D in Chemistry?
MADISON
What? No. I don't have any D's.
What the heck, mom.
LIZ
Sorry. I just thought...
nevermind. Go on.
Madison goes to the fridge and grabs a carton of orange
juice. She pours it into a tube of the milky water.
C'mon.

MADISON
C'mon.

Nothing.
Liz smiles with pride as she watches her daughter with a
newfound admiration.
Madison opens a cupboard, pulls out a bottle of lemon juice.
She mixes the lemon juice with the milky water.
Nothing.
She takes a deep breath, then goes back to the books.
LATER
Madison is fast asleep, face in the books.
EXT. SWAMP - SAME
Daisy lies on her side on the sand, hugging her body in the
fetal position.
Two long, furry arms wrap themselves around her.
The RUNT SLOTHIGATOR rests its head next to Daisy's.
She breathes a sigh of relief, and smiles.
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EXT. HILLSIDE - SAME
The remaining Slothigators rest in a heap at the bottom of
the sand trap, which is actually the mother Slothigator's
belly. They SNORE loudly.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - OFFICE
Kevin is asleep with his head on Henry's shoulder.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - DAY
The sun rises over the amusement park.
Lights turn on as several workers arrive for the Grand
Opening, unaware of the events that transpired the night
before.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - LIZ'S OFFICE - DAY
Kevin sneaks into his mother's office and finds the Penthouse
magazine again. He thumbs through the pages until he lands
on a centre fold of a busty blonde titled SIX-TOED HOTTIES.
IT'S DEANDRA.
He lays on the couch.
Oh yeah.

KEVIN

Kevin unzips his pants and puts his hand inside his boxers.
Yes.

Yes.

KEVIN (CONT’D)
You're doing it.

Kevin strokes himself faster, and faster.
His eyes roll back.
Oh my god.

KEVIN (CONT’D)

He's close.
KEVIN (CONT’D)
Oh my god!!! Yes!!! I'm gonna
buuuusssttt!!!
Kevin drops the magazine.

The couch shakes.
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It bangs against the wall.

Kevin's entire body convulses.

His eyes bulge.
He's done it!

He's at the point of no return!

KEVIN (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHH!!!
CUT TO:
EXT. GOLF COURSE - DAY
MILK GEYSERS explode into the air over the mother
Slothigator. Milk rains down over the golf course.
AT THE 9TH HOLE
A Golfer takes out a club from his bag when he is drenched in
Slothigator milk.
He wipes his face in disgust.
BACK AT THE SAND TRAP
The baby Slothigators awaken from their slumber and hurry to
the dark mounds poking through the sand.
They suckle at their mother's teats.
INT. LABORATORY - DAY
The baby sloths munch on hibiscus flowers.
Liz jolts awake in a panic.
Daisy!?

LIZ

She realizes where she is and lets out a sigh.
Liz finds Madison asleep on the books.
She strokes her hair, enjoying a rare moment of silence
between mother and teenage daughter.
Madison awakens.
MADISON
I know how we can kill them.
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EXT. SWAMP - DAY
Madison and Liz trudge their way along the swamp's edge.
MADISON
We have to poison the mother with
an acidic substance. I'm thinking
lemon juice.
LIZ
Lemon juice? What in the blue moon
are you on about, Madison?
MADISON
All the babies go back to the
mother for hydration, so if we
poison the mother's milk, then all
the babies will die. The acid -Madison.

LIZ

INT. GUEST SERVICE - OFFICE - DAY
Madison and Liz enter the office.
MADISON
The acid will build up in the
mother -Madison!

LIZ
You've lost your mind.

MADISON
And it will explode!
Kevin!?

LIZ

Kevin runs out of Liz's office.
Mom!

KEVIN

Liz hugs Kevin tight.
MADISON
Your fly's undone.
Kevin zips up.
A car screeches into the parking lot outside.
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Liz recognizes that sound.
LIZ
Oh god, it's your father.
Kevin scoffs.
KEVIN
I'll be in your office.
Kevin leaves as Liz heads outside.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - PARKING LOT - DAY
Liz walks towards her minivan when Chad stumbles out of his
shiny red sports car and into her direction.
CHAD
(slurring)
Hey you.
Chad.

LIZ

Chad sticks his tongue out and tries to kiss Liz but she
pushes him away.
LIZ (CONT’D)
What are you doing here?
CHAD
I just wanted to apologize for
yesterday and say a few things.
LIZ
You're drunk.
CHAD
No! Just come here. Lemme talk to
you. I gotta... I gotta say some
things.
A Slothigator's arms reaches out from behind a car.
Liz doesn't notice.
LIZ
We're opening the park today.
know that.

You

CHAD
Yeah. Yeah. Okay. Here it is.
know I made some mistakes...
(MORE)

I
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CHAD (CONT’D)
like... like the time I almost
launched Daisy into the wall with
my civil war catapult replica.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - OFFICE - SAME
Madison looks out the window and sees her father.
Dad?!

MADISON

EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - PARKING LOT - SAME
The Slothigator's head pokes out from behind the car.
It licks its chops as its arm slowly reaches for Chad.
Liz's eyes go wide.
She's stunned.
CHAD
Or like the time I drunk
drove the car into the
fireworks factory when all
the kids were inside. In my
defense, they thought it was
pretty cool.

LIZ
Turn around Chad! Seriously!
There's a... a... oh my god.
It's a slothigator! Chad!
Move!

CHAD
Let me finish, Elizabeth!
Slothigator stands on its hind legs, exposing its bright
lizard belly streaked with blood.
It towers behind Chad.
Chad --

LIZ

CHAD
I even regret the time I shot Kevin
in the chest with a flare gun and
gave him too much fentanyl to cope
with the pain.
Liz takes a few steps backward.

She trembles with fear.

LIZ
For God's sake, Chad, turn around!
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Madison bangs on the glass, screaming to get Chad's
attention. He can't hear her.
CHAD
But I think these are all
forgivable offenses. People
have done worse. They
survived. I didn't kill
anybody.

MADISON (O.S)
(muffled)
Dad! There's a fucking
slothigator!

Madison runs out.
GROWWWLLL!!!
BUT IT'S TOO LATE.
The Slothigator clasps its paws around Chad's body.
CHAD

Huh?
Liz screams.
Madison screams.

Henry screams inside the building as he watches.
CHAD (CONT’D)
It was me who left the stove on
when our first house burned down!
Slothigator pulls Chad into its mouth and swallows him whole.
It scurries away into the trees behind the office building.
Dad!!!!!

MADISON

Liz covers her mouth in shock.
LIZ
What...was that thing?!
MADISON
A Slothigator! I told you!
Kevin comes out of the office.
Mom?

KEVIN
What's going on?

MADISON
Now do you believe me?
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Madison cries.

Liz holds her daughter and nods.

KEVIN
What's wrong?
MADISON
Dad just got eaten by the fucking
Slothigator.
Kevin is speechless.

He hugs his mother.

LIZ
We have to find Daisy.
Liz recomposes herself.

She grabs Madison by the shoulders.

LIZ (CONT’D)
What was this thing you said about
lemon juice?
MADISON
I have a plan, but we'll need help.
A hawk SCREECHES in the sky!
A halo of light illuminates Jade, blood splattered, armed
with her control pole, at the gate to the park.
JADE
I'm locked and loaded and ready to
explode it.
MADISON
Wait, you know the plan?
What?

JADE

INT. MINIVAN - MOMENTS LATER
Madison, Liz, Kevin, and Jade pile into the minivan.
Henry climbs into the cargo area in the back.
The doors lock.
MADISON
Okay, so we need lemon juice. Like
so much lemon juice. This thing is
fucking -LIZ
-- language.
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Madison rolls her eyes.
Huge.

MADISON
Like Godzilla huge.

LIZ
So, how many ounces do we need?
MADISON
Ounces? I don't know the metric
system but -LIZ
It's not the metric -MADISON
Like gallons!
Liz's eyes widen.
LIZ
There was a whole room full of
lemon juice in Doctor Frank's lab!
MADISON
Ugh, now you tell me! Okay, Henry,
you go help my mom get the lemon
juice. I'm gonna look for Daisy.
HENRY
But...
(to himself)
I want to be with you.
Madison rolls her eyes at Henry.
LIZ
No. No. It's too dangerous out
there. Stay here with Jade.
Madison crosses her arms.
Fine.

MADISON

JADE
(to Liz)
Ain't no Slothigator gonna get past
me.
LIZ
Don't leave Jade's sight.
listening to me?!

Are you
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Yes, mom!

MADISON

KEVIN
Can I go home?
No.

LIZ
Stay with Madison and Jade.

Kevin sighs.
Fine.

KEVIN

LIZ
Madison, you're in charge when I'm
gone.
Really?

MADISON
You're trusting me?

LIZ
Just don't do something stupid.
I won't.

MADISON
I promise.

Liz hands the walkie to Madison.
LIZ
Take this, I'll radio you when
we're on our way back.
Madison nods.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - OFFICE - DAY
Jade brandishes her bowie and knife and heads for the exit.
JADE
Time to go fuck some shit up.
Madison follows.
MADISON
I'm coming with you.
Daisy.

To find

JADE
Don't get in the way, child.
Madison notices Kevin playing a game on his iPhone.
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Kevin.

MADISON
C'mon, let's go.

Out there?

KEVIN

MADISON
We gotta find Daisy.
Kevin reluctantly puts down his game and joins the group.
EXT. ZERO GRAVITY RIDE - DAY
NOTE: This ride consists of a circular horizontal platform
with a vertical cage-like wall around the edge. The ride
spins until the centrifugal force is enough to push riders
against the wall. Then the arm raises the horizontal
platform to a vertical position in which riders, instead of
spinning horizontally, are now spinning almost vertically.
A YOUNGER WORKER listens to an OLDER WORKER explain how to
operate the controls at the Zero Gravity ride.
OLDER WORKER
(extreme hoarse voice)
It's pretty simple.
(cough)
You just have to
(cough)
pull these two levers
(cough)
then click the green button.
Got it.

YOUNGER WORKER

OLDER WORKER
Don't fuck it up.
I won't.

YOUNGER WORKER

OLDER WORKER
Seriously.
(cough)
This red button stops the ride, so
(cough cough)
if you accidentally press it
(cough)
when the ride's on, people could
fly out.
No.
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Oh.

YOUNGER WORKER

OLDER WORKER
You know what I like to say:
He has a massive coughing fit.
After several moments it finally subsides.
OLDER WORKER (CONT’D)
Don't kill anybody and don't get
killed.
Younger Worker nods nervously.

The Older Worker laughs.

OLDER WORKER (CONT’D)
I'm just busting your balls man.
Younger Worker laughs nervously.
The Older Worker coughs.
EXT. FOREST - DAY
Jade tip toes through the forest cautiously with her control
pole extended, careful not to be heard.
Daisy!

MADISON
Daisy!

JADE
Stop yelling, child! You're going
to draw those things to us.
MADISON
(sarcastic)
Oh, I'm sorry I want to find my
little sister.
JADE
Find your little sister, but don't
get us killed in the process.
Madison shoots Jade a bitch face.
MADISON
(louder than before)
Daisy! Daisy!
WHAP!
Jade backslaps Madison in the face.
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MADISON (CONT’D)
What the fuck!?
Jade threateningly grabs Madison and pulls her close.
JADE
Yell one more time and I swear to
Jesus, I will anally fuck you so
hard your pussy and asshole will
combine into one.
Kevin's eyes go wide.
MADISON
Well, joke's on you, cause you
don't even have a dick.
JADE
Girl, you do not want to see my
collection of strap-ons.
Wait!

KEVIN
You're a lesbian?

BOOM!
A CRASH IS HEARD FROM THE AMUSEMENT PARK IN THE DISTANCE,
FOLLOWED BY SHRILLING SCREAMS AND ANIMALISTIC GROWLS!
Jade releases her hold on Madison.
KEVIN (CONT’D)
Uhh... guys? I think something's
happening.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - SAME
A crowd of park attendees gape in awe as the shadow of
something massive is cast upon their terrified faces.
THE MOTHER SLOTHIGATOR STANDS UPRIGHT BEFORE THEM, GROWLING
LOUDLY AND SWINGING HER LONG FURRY ARMS WILDLY ABOUT.
PARK ATTENDEE #1
What in the fuck is that!?
PARK ATTENDEE #2
It's a sloth!
PARK ATTENDEE #3
It's an alligator!
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PARK ATTENDEE #4
It's an aligoth!
Customers and Employees run for their lives as the Mother
Slothigator stomps through the park, crushing innocent
CIVILIANS in her wake.
She thrashes her spiked alligator-like tail from side to
side, knocking over food stands and game tents.
The Older Worker drops a corn dog as he sees the Mother
Slothigator trudging towards him.
He tries running but is way too slow.
The Mother Slothigator whips her tail into the Older Worker,
impaling him on the tip, then swings it back in the opposite
direction quickly, sending him flying off onto the swings
ride.
ON THE SWINGS
The bloody body of the Older Worker lands in an empty swing
next to a LITTLE GIRL.
He lets out a blood-filled cough in her face, then dies.
She screams!
FERRIS WHEEL
The Mother Slothigator reaches into a bucket on the Ferris
Wheel and slowly removes a COUPLE OF LOVEBIRDS who were too
busy smooching to notice the chaos around them.
The Male Lovebird stares deep into Female Lovebird's eyes,
both understanding their fate.
MALE LOVEBIRD
I love you.
FEMALE LOVEBIRD
Uh... same?
GROWWWWLLLLL!!!!
The Mother Slothigator scoops them into her mouth!
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EXT. SWAMP - SAME
The Baby Slothigators wrestle each other on the beach when
they hear the sounds of their Mother growling in the
distance. They scramble up the hill towards the park.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - DAY
The park is almost empty now as almost everyone has fled.
Dead bodies are strewn across the walkways. Almost dead
Civilians try to hold their internal organs inside them.
The Baby Slothigators appear on the scene.
They ravage the bodies left for them by their Mother.
Please.
kids!

ALMOST DEAD GUY
Please. I have sixteen

Baby Slothigator pulls Almost Dead Guy towards its mouth.
SLOWLY.
ALMOST DEAD GUY (CONT’D)
Sam, Bobby, Steven, Brenda,
Kamilla, Cody, John, Alexandria -CUT TO:
ROCK CLIMBING WALL
A MOTHER, 30s, yells up to her DAUGHTER, 16, frozen with fear
near the peak of the rock climbing wall.
It's okay!

MOTHER
Just come down!

DAUGHTER
I can't, I'm too scared!
Now!

MOTHER

Mother notices the chaos getting closer as more people are
being eaten just feet away.
MOTHER (CONT’D)
Come on baby! You can do it!
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DAUGHTER
Mom, behind you!!!
A Baby Slothigator slithers up to the Mother and slaps its
tail against her body, sending her flying against the rock
wall.
THUD! Her body splatters on the wall.
Mom!

DAUGHTER (CONT’D)

GROWL!!
The Baby Slothigator EATS the Mother.
BURP!
The Daughter screams and cries at what she has just seen.
Help me!

DAUGHTER (CONT’D)
Help!!! Somebody!!

The Baby Slothigator bites the rope attached to the
Daughter's harness.
SNAP!
She screams as she falls down to the mats with a hard thump.
Her head detaches from her body and rolls away into the
waiting, open mouth of the Baby Slothigator.
GAY MAN #1
Oh my gosh! Her head came off!
GAY MAN #2
That's actually normal according to
the laws of physics. If she is
falling at the speed of gravity
which is 9.8 meters per second, and
let's say from that height she is
about... 15 meters? Then if you
take mass equals force over
acceleration -CUT TO:
ALMOST DEAD GUY
Who is still being dragged in by the sloth's arms.
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ALMOST DEAD GUY
And also my thirty-eight nieces and
nephews. Simon, Eric, Alison,
she's adopted, Gary, Michael,
Josie, Cecilia, Zoe, Oliver the
Eighth -The Baby Slothigator opens its mouth.
Almost Dead Guy screams as he is DEVOURED whole.
ALMOST DEAD GUY (CONT’D)
-- and TOMMMYYYYY!!!!!
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - DAY
Madison, Kevin and Jade arrive back at the entrance gate to
the park. Blood and body parts are all around them.
JADE
Damn, your sister is dead as fuck.
MADISON
Don't say that!
The Gay Men run by while HIGH PITCHED SCREAMING.
GAY MAN #1
They're eating people!
GAY MAN #2
And then they're gonna eat us!!!
Madison and Kevin exchange looks.
JADE
Momma Slothigator's here.
MADISON
Oh my god. What about Daisy?
if she's in there?
Focus.

What

JADE
Your sister is dead.

Madison rapidly breathes.
MADISON
We... We have to trap her.
JADE
How the fuck we supposed to trap a
Momma Slothigator?
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Madison looks over and spots the Zero Gravity ride.
MADISON
Zero Gravity! We lure her to the
ride. We're gonna need bait.
Jade thinks.
JADE
I got bait.
Show me.

MADISON

EXT. STORAGE SHED - DAY
Jade opens the shed to reveal -ROW UPON ROW OF CAT CARRIERS WITH MEOWING CATS IN THEM.
MADISON
Holy fuck that's a lot of cats.
Sho'nuff.

JADE

Jade, Madison and Kevin start grabbing carriers and
transporting them out of the shed.
INT. LABORATORY - SAME
Henry and Liz load crates of lemon juice into a wheelbarrow.
HENRY
Do you think this is enough, Miss
Lockett?
Liz enters deep thought.
LIZ (V.O.)
Madison should partake in a
relationship amongst the company of
this genteel fellow.
HENRY
Miss Lockett?
Yes.

LIZ
Yes, let's get back.

They close the giant refrigerator and exit the laboratory.
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EXT. ZERO GRAVITY - SAME
Madison, Kevin and Jade finish loading the cat carriers onto
the centre platform of the Zero Gravity ride.
Jade straps the carriers down with bungee cords.
JADE
That oughtta hold dem pussies
tight. Just how I like 'em.
Madison stares into deep space.
MADISON
I remember when my pussy was tight.
The cats MEOW annoyingly.
JADE
This ain't gonna work.
MEOW!
MADISON
It's going to work.
Madison listens, looks around at the destroyed park.
MEOW!

MEOW!

No Slothigators appear to be noticing the sound of the cats.
MADISON (CONT’D)
It's not loud enough.
KEVIN
Use the speakers.
Madison looks at Kevin, surprised.
MADISON
That's actually a really good idea.
MEOW!
JADE
We're gonna need ropes to tie the
momma down.
MADISON
I'll work on the speakers. There's
ropes in the storage closet.
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JADE
I ain't gettin' em by myself!
MEOW MEOW MEOW!
MADISON
Kevin, go with Jade.
(to Jade)
Make sure he doesn't get hurt.
JADE
No promises. Chicks before dicks.
Jade and Kevin leave.
EXT. FOREST - SAME
Liz and Henry push the wheelbarrow of lemon juice.
Liz keys her walkie.
LIZ
Madison? We're almost back at the
office. We've got the lemon juice!
MADISON (V.O.)
Come to the zero gravity ride!
LIZ
What!? I told you to stay at the
office!
MADISON (V.O.)
Just come to the ride, okay? We
have a plan. We need the juice.
EXT. FERRIS WHEEL - SAME
The Runt Slothigator mows down on the leftovers of the
Lovebirds at the bottom of the Ferris Wheel as Daisy watches.
DAISY
You can't eat people anymore,
Maguire.
MAGUIRE grunts, looks at Daisy with pleading eyes.
DAISY (CONT’D)
I know. I know. I want to eat
people sometimes, too.
Daisy pats Maguire on his head.
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EXT. SWINGS - SAME
Jade and Kevin lug ropes across the park, dodging various
Slothigators killing the remaining Civilians in their wake.
KEVIN
So you're saying you don't scissor?
Hell no!

JADE
Jade don't bend that way.

KEVIN
Oh... yeah.
JADE
Scissoring accomplishes nothing. I
mean, you can't even rub the clit.
The clit?

KEVIN

JADE
Now listen here, white boy. When
you fuck a girl, make sure you feel
that clit, aiight? It's all about
the clit. Once you master the
clit, you've mastered the art of
the sex.
KEVIN
Can you teach me about the clit?
Jade gives Kevin an 'Oh boy' look.
EXT. ZERO GRAVITY - DAY
Jade and Kevin drop the spools of ropes just as Liz and Henry
arrive with the wheelbarrow full of lemon juice.
LIZ
You should have stayed at the
office. You could have died.
MADISON
The plan's already in motion, mom!
We're so close! I'm gonna go plug
in the sound system.
HENRY
I'll do it.
MEOW!
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MADISON
Okay fine whatever. Go to the
broadcast tower. There'll be a
ladder, go to the tippy top, you'll
see a circular socket thing. Plug
in the wire coming from the
intercom.
MEOW MEOW!
What?
Just go!
Madison!

HENRY
MADISON
LIZ
We have to talk.

MADISON
Now's really not a good time, mom.
Off Liz's look.
Henry heads to the Broadcast Tower as Madison helps Jade and
Kevin get the ropes ready to trap the Mother Slothigator.
EXT. LOG RIDE - SAME
A congregation of Slothigators thrash about in the water at
the bottom of a log ride coaster, similar to Splash Mountain.
TOP OF THE COASTER
Two STONERS, 20s, blazed out of their minds, smile as the Log
shaped coaster car inches towards the crest of the ride.
STONER #1
Yeah, dude, so I just found out I
got diagnosed with AIDS, dude.
STONER #2
Oh, dude, that's such a bummer.
Dude.
STONER #1
Yeah, dude, yeah. But they say I
can live up to like fifty years
now. All I gotta do is inject some
goat milk into my penis.
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STONER #2
Whoah dude, eastern medicine is so
cool.
STONER #1
Right, dude?
STONER #2
No, dude, that's totally not true.
What?

STONER #1

The car reaches the crest of the hill and PLUMMETS TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE TRACK. The Stoners SCREAM with delight as the
car splashes through the water.
Then they see the Slothigators waiting with open mouths and
giant fangs!
Duuuude!
Duuuude!

STONER #1 (CONT’D)
STONER #2
What a riiide!

The Slothigators pounce on the Stoners and savagely rip their
limbs from their bodies. Bloody body parts fly everywhere.
A severed penis sinks to the bottom of the pool.
A white substance leaks from the tip...
EXT. BROADCAST TOWER - SAME
Henry looks up at the super tall broadcast tower and gulps.
Shit.

HENRY

He looks around for a ladder but can't find one so he climbs
the tower with his bare hands.
As he gets closer to the top, he looks down and sees a
Slothigator climbing up after him!
No!

No!

HENRY (CONT’D)
No!

Henry climbs faster to reach the top!
He reaches the intercom system.
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He looks back down to see the Slothigator is still way down
at the bottom of the tower.
HENRY (CONT’D)

Ha.

Henry plugs a hanging cord into the intercom outlet.
Suddenly, the large speakers at the top of the tower CRACKLE
to life, the annoying sound of meowing cats broadcast loudly.
MEOW!

MEOW!

MEOW!

I did it!

HENRY (CONT’D)

GROWL!
Henry looks back down, but loses his footing -Henry screams as he FALLS from the tower, landing on the
Slothigator's head and they both crash onto the ground below.
HENRY (CONT’D)
Oh my god, I'm still alive.
The Slothigator picks Henry up in its mouth and spins around,
knocking down a collection of horrified BYSTANDERS before
finally slamming him against the metal tower and severing his
body in half.
Another Slothigator pounces onto Henry's torso and eats him.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - SAME
The sound of feral cats is broadcast all across the park.
The few remaining Civilians cover their ears in agony as they
sprint to escape.
One WOMAN is trampled to death by the herd of humans.
EXT. ZERO GRAVITY RIDE - SAME
Liz, Madison, Jade and Kevin stand on the platform.
LIZ
So, what now?

80.
MADISON
We need to trap the mother on the
ride. The sound of the cats will
bring her here.
LIZ
What sound?
Madison looks over at the carriers.
The cats are sleeping soundly.
MADISON
Shit! We need to get them meowing
again!
Language.

LIZ

JADE
Turn on the ride.
Madison approaches the ride's control panel.
MADISON
I don't know how to do this thing.
Move over.

LIZ

Liz pushes Madison out of the way.
Hey!

MADISON

Liz pulls the two levers, then hits the green button.
The ride starts to spin on a low speed setting.
Gradually, the feral cats awaken from their slumber and start
meowing again in discomfort.
MEOW!

MEOW!

MEOW!

MADISON (CONT’D)
It's working!
The sound of cats is once again broadcast across the park.
EXT. ROLLER COASTER - SAME
The Mother Slothigator pulls down the old wooden roller
coaster with her long arms.

81.
It crashes to the ground around her.
MEOW!

MEOW!

MEOW!

She stops what she's doing and tilts her head to the sound.
She GROWLS then stomps towards the Broadcast Tower, knocking
over trees and food stands with her wildly flailing arms.
EXT. BROADCAST TOWER - MOMENTS LATER
The Mother Slothigator GRUNTS in frustration as she realizes
the sound of cats was coming from the speaker atop the tower.
The Zero Gravity Ride spins in the distance, lights flashing.
The Mother Slothigator tilts her head.

Again.

EXT. ZERO GRAVITY RIDE - DAY
Jade, Kevin, and Liz stand on platforms around the ride,
holding spools of rope with hooks on the ends.
MADISON
She's coming!
LIZ
Hurry Madison!
JADE
Move yo ass, child!
Madison hits the red button on the control panel and the ride
comes to a stop. She joins the others on the platforms.
The Mother Slothigator stomps up to the ride, then climbs
onto the centre platform where the cats meow in terror.
JADE (CONT’D)
(to the cats)
That's what you get for being feral
cats!
Jade laughs devilishly.
The gang watches as the Mother Slothigator pries open the
carriers and eat the screaming cats one by one.
MEEEOOOOWWWWWW!
Now!

MADISON

82.
They throw the ropes over the Mother Slothigator, using the
grappling hooks to secure them to sides of the ride.
The Mother Slothigator barely notices the ropes covering her
body as she continues to chow down on the petrified pussies.
EXT. GAMES TENT - SAME
Maguire, the Runt Slothigator, paws at a dead body, but looks
at Daisy as if for permission to eat it.
No!

DAISY
You are a vegetarian now.

Daisy points to a bucket of popcorn.
Maguire WHINES, then eats the bucket, leaving the popcorn.
DAISY (CONT’D)
Good Maguire. Good boy.
GROWWWWL!
It's the sound of the Mother Slothigator roaring!
DAISY (CONT’D)
Is that your mommy?
Maguire stops eating and looks concerned.
He kneels down in front of Daisy.
She climbs on top and giggles.
DAISY (CONT’D)
Go Maguire go!
Maguire waddles away with Daisy on his back, laughing!
EXT. ZERO GRAVITY RIDE - SAME
Jade tightens the hooks around the outside of the ride.
JADE
I gotcha now, bitch!
The Mother Slothigator eats the last of the feral cats, then
tries to stand but the ropes are holding her down.
MADISON
We need to get her to drink lemon
juice.

83.
LIZ
How in the hell are we gonna do
that?
JADE
Just put it in her mouth.
Madison thinks.
MADISON
Garden hoses? GARDEN HOSES!
Kevin! Kevin! GET A GARDEN HOSE!
GROWWWWL!!!
The Mother Slothigator thrashes her body around.
Several ropes snap!
LIZ
IT'S GETTING AWAY!!!
Kevin hops off of a platform and runs towards the fence.
He grabs a garden hose then sprints back.
KEVIN
I got the garden hose!
Kevin throws the nozzle end to Madison.

She catches it!

He dumps the lemon juice into the wheelbarrow, then inserts
the opposite end of the garden hose.
LIZ
How is that going to work?
MADISON
The science is sound, mom.
science is sound.
(to Jade)
Jade, get its attention.

The

JADE
Hey! Asshole! Or should I say
hairy vagina ugly piece of shit.
You're so floppy! How many dicks
have you shoved up your cunt to
stretch it out so much!? Fucking
slut bitch ass motherfucker!
The Mother Slothigator GRUNTS then looks at Jade.

84.
MADISON
Yeah, you! You fucking monstrosity
of evolution!
The Mother Slothigator opens her mouth wide as she turns to
face Madison.
Madison sprays the lemon juice into the Mother's mouth.
JADE
It's over now, bitch!
The wheelbarrow empties of lemon juice.
MADISON
IT'S WORKING! IT'S WORKING!
The Mother Slothigator froths at the mouth as she chokes down
gallons and gallons of lemon juice.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - SAME
The Baby Slothigators hear their Mother's distress calls.
They stop who they're killing and rampage in her direction.
EXT. ZERO GRAVITY RIDE - SAME
The Mother Slothigator slumps onto her side as milk starts
leaking from her nipples.
The Baby Slothigators scurry onto the ride and latch onto
their Mother. They nurse violently as the Mother GRUNTS.
MADISON
Drink that milk.
GLUG GLUG GLUG!
Yes.

MADISON (CONT’D)
Just like that. Mmmm.

Madison!
Mom!

LIZ

MADISON
Start the ride!

Liz pulls the levers then hits the green button to start the
ride spinning.
She selects HIGH SPEED.

85.
The centre platform spins horizontally.
Woohoo!

MADISON (CONT’D)

THE RIDE SPINS FASTER AND FASTER!
JADE
The tables are turning now, bitch!
The centrifugal force of the ride dislodges the Baby
Slothigators from their Mother's teats. They fly away from
her body and slam against the inner walls of the ride.
CAT CARRIERS FLY UP INTO THE AIR.
THE PLATFORM TURNS ON ITS AXIS SO IT IS NOW VERTICAL.
IT SPINS FASTER.
THE MOTHER SLOTHIGATOR SQUEALS LOUDLY!
THE BABIES SCREECH!
LIZ
Get behind me!
Liz shields Madison and Kevin.
The ride slows and settles back into a horizontal position.
LIZ (CONT’D)
Was it enough lemon juice?
MADISON
If my calculations are accurate...
The Mother Slothigator BURPS.
A loud RUMBLING sound comes from her massive belly.
MADISON (CONT’D)
Yes! It's happening! It's gonna
burst!
The Baby Slothigators try to crawl to their Mother but they
are too dizzy. They stumble and roll around the platform.
The Mother Slothigator CRIES in pain!
Yes!

LIZ
Come on...

Everyone covers their faces with their hands when --

86.
THE MOTHER SLOTHIGATOR AND ALL THE BABY SLOTHIGATORS EXPLODE!
BLOOD, FUR, SCALES, LIMBS, TOES, TAILS AND -YELLOW MILK RAIN DOWN ON THE ENTIRE AMUSEMENT PARK!
MADISON
Oh ewwww!!! I'm lactose
intolerant. Dammit!
You are?

LIZ

MADISON
What the heck mom?
Jade opens her mouth and takes in all the milk.
JADE
Looks like I'm getting the pearl
necklace tonight!
Everyone is covered in the slimy, yellow substance.
MADISON
We did it everyone!
park!

We saved the

The Cute Boy comes running up towards them.
He stops next to the ride.
CUTE BOY
Hey Madison! You made it!
That was wild!

Wow!

A LOW CREAKING SOUND.
The Cute Boy looks over at Zero Gravity as...
The centre platform detaches from its base, then rolls off,
CRUSHING Cute Boy and continues to roll into the distance.
Madison covers her mouth in mild shock.
Liz looks out at the park.
EVERY RIDE IS COMPLETELY DESTROYED.
Dead bodies and wreckage everywhere.
LIZ
Ya, thanks.

87.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - PARKING LOT - DAY
Madison, Liz, Kevin, and Jade approach the parking lot,
wiping the milk from their faces, arms and legs.
Liz turns back to the park.
LIZ
I have to find Daisy.
Jade notices a small figure approaching at the entrance gate.
JADE
What in the hell?
Daisy?!

MADISON

Everyone turns to see -DAISY running towards them, arms outstretched!
Mommy!
Daisy?!

DAISY
LIZ

Daisy leaps into her Mother's arms.
My baby!

Liz hugs her tight.

LIZ (CONT’D)

Madison and Kevin throw their arms around Daisy and their
Mother. Jade watches with subtle contempt.
MADISON
Oh my god, Daisy! You're okay!
KEVIN
How did you survive!?
DAISY
Survive what?
Everybody laughs.
Madison pulls out the fake plastic fangs from her pocket,
wipes off the blood and gives them back to Daisy.
MADISON
Here you go, Daisy.

88.

Yayyy!

DAISY
My teeth!

Daisy plops the fangs back into her mouth and smiles.
AT JADE'S JEEP
Jade loads her gear into the back of the Jeep.
She notices a loose feral cat scrounging around.
JADE
Oh, so you think you can get away
from me? Well think again, pussy.
She smiles, grabs her control pole, and heads after it.
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - DAY
Employees clean up the aftermath of the Slothigator massacre,
mopping up blood, guts, and spoiled milk.
AT THE ENTRANCE GATE
The Banker stands across from Liz.
BANKER
(stern)
Well, I have good news for you Miss
Lockett. Because of the complete
destruction of the park, all of the
investors and potential buyers have
pulled out. In theory, you could
buy the place back for one dollar.
Liz pulls out her wallet and hands it to the Banker.
BANKER (CONT’D)
I'll need a check.
Liz pulls out her checkbook with a smile.
INT. OFFICE BUILDING - GUEST SERVICES - LATER
Liz works at her desk.
Madison furiously texts on her phone.
MADISON
Thank god cell service is back.

89.
Liz takes a deep breath and looks over at Madison.
LIZ
Hey, Madison.
Madison looks up from her phone.
LIZ (CONT’D)
I just wanted to let you know how
proud I am of you.
MADISON
Oh...thanks. So...how about that
car?
LIZ
You're joking right? Do you have
any idea how much money the
insurance and lawsuits -MADISON
But but but -Liz laughs.
LIZ
I'm just kidding. They let me buy
the park back for just a dollar.
We'll go car shopping tomorrow.
Madison leaps off of her chair in excitement.
Oh my god!

MADISON
Oh my god!

Oh my god!

Liz smiles.
Come here.

LIZ

Liz and Madison hug.
MADISON
I love you so much right now.
LIZ
I know, sweetie.

I know.

A HIGH PITCHED SCREAM FROM THE OTHER ROOM!
KEVIN?!

LIZ (CONT’D)

90.
INT. GUEST SERVICES - LIZ'S OFFICE - DAY
Madison and Liz burst into the office.
Kevin looks up, tears streaming down his face...
And a bottle of lemon juice stuck on his penis.
KEVIN
(softly)
Help please?
EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - PARKING LOT - DAY
Madison sweeps some debris at the entrance gate as a Police
Cruiser pulls into the parking lot.
A POLICE OFFICER, 30s, dashingly handsome, exits the vehicle
and approaches Madison.
POLICE OFFICER
Howdy ma'am.
Howdy.

MADISON

POLICE OFFICER
We got a call about a missing boy.
Seriously?

MADISON
Uh, yeah, he's dead.

The Officer pulls out his notepad.
POLICE OFFICER
Could you tell me what happened?
EXT. SWAMP - SAME
Daisy traverses the hillside, carefully holding a tupperware.
She kneels down on the sand, pulls the lid off of the
container.
It's full of milk.
DAISY
You can come out.

It's safe now.

A rustling in the trees, and then -Maguire the Runt Slothigator scampers towards Daisy!

91.
DAISY (CONT’D)
Hi, Maguire!
Maguire reaches out for the container and slowly pulls it
towards him. He flings it into his mouth and swallows.
DAISY (CONT’D)
Silly slothigator.
Maguire GROWLS.
Maguire?

DAISY (CONT’D)

Maguire quickly grabs Daisy and shoves her into his mouth.
Maguire slithers into the water.
INT. LABORATORY - DAY - SAME
A light flickers in the eerie lab.
It's quiet... suspiciously quiet.
The aquarium is shattered to pieces on the floor.
The Burtle hops towards a puddle of milk.

It laps it up.

CHIRP.
The Burtle stops drinking.
It wiggles its nose.
A GIANT SNAKE TONGUE LASHES OUT AS -THE SNIRD UNHOOKS ITS JAW AND DEVOURS THE BURTLE WHOLE.
The Snird then opens its wings and flies towards the exit.
Its wings slam against the door frame on its way out.
A rainbow-colored feather floats to the ground.
EXT. SWAMP - CONTINUOUS
The Snird flies, slowly at first, as its weighed down by the
Burtle in its long snake-like body, then rises higher and
higher into the air, until it disappears into the clouds.
FADE OUT.

